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The Chedi Andermatt celebrates its tenth anniversary 

A decade of making the difference 

 

Andermatt/Zollikon, 24 April 2023 – The Chedi Andermatt celebrates its tenth anniversary 

and with it a decade of success. A luxury hotel in Andermatt? The initial scepticism 

quickly dissipated, and today The Chedi Andermatt is internationally renowned, with a 

hotel concept that has no equal. Those who know this exclusive five-star deluxe hotel 

know that The Chedi Andermatt is different. The Chedi Andermatt is more than just a 

luxury hotel; it is a destination. Since opening in 2013 this gem, brought to life by 

investor Samih Sawiris, has garnered countless awards. Its differences are its recipe 

for success. The unique spa. The unusual cuisine. The unique experiences organised 

by the staff, who put their heart and soul into it. www.thechediandermatt.com 

 

In 2013 star architect Jean-Michel Gathy created an architectural icon in the Swiss Alps with 

The Chedi Andermatt. At 1447 metres above sea level, Asian flair meets casual elegance. The 

open design and generous spaces express a relaxed kind of hospitality. Five outstanding 

restaurants and bars, and a 2400 square metre spa, make this deluxe hotel a place of 

restoration and indulgence, without the stiff five-star corset. Unusual Signature Experiences 

make every stay memorable. Informal and unique, The Chedi Andermatt with its 119 rooms 

and suites is the heart of the burgeoning village of Andermatt.  
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Taste the Difference: Culinary superlatives 

With four studio kitchens, Chef de Cuisine Carsten Kypke in The Restaurant transports guests 

into a symbiosis of Asian and Alpine dishes. The five-metre-high glass Cheese Tower, found 

nowhere else in the world, intrigues guests with over 40 regional and national delicacies. The 

two gourmet Japanese restaurants are just as exciting. One is in the heart of the hotel, while 

the other is way up on a mountain 2300 metres above sea level. This makes The Japanese by 

The Chedi Andermatt Switzerland’s highest altitude Japanese restaurant. Each of the two 

gourmet Japanese restaurants bears a Michelin star. The Japanese Restaurant in the hotel 

was also awarded 17 points by GaultMillau, as was its sister restaurant on Gütsch mountain 

with 15 GaultMillau points. In May 2023 twins and top chefs Dominik Sato and Fabio Toffolon 

took up the sceptre in The Japanese Restaurant and The Japanese by The Chedi Andermatt. 

Both Sato and Toffolon have worked in leading positions with the best chefs in Switzerland 

and Europe, and now they are combining their expertise as Executive Chefs in this five-star 

deluxe hotel, where they delight Swiss and international guests with their culinary artistry. 

 

Sense the Difference: Time out de luxe in the prizewinning Spa and Health Club 

Asian-inspired, breath-taking and spacious at 2400 square metres, The Spa and Health Cub 

offers the senses an experience in a class of its own. The beautiful architecture of the 

hydrotherapy zone with saunas and steam baths, Switzerland’s longest indoor pool at 35 

metres, a heated outdoor pool with panoramic view, and the luxurious Spa Suites spread over 

three floors, offer room for guests to unfold their personal style. Products from the exclusive 

Omorovicza and Tata Harper cosmetics lines, used in carefully crafted Asian-inspired 

treatments, create different and unforgettable experiences to provide a new sense of self. 

 

Live the Difference: Signature Experiences 

Many a “once in a lifetime” experience is to be had only at The Chedi Andermatt. Indeed, it is 

the pride of the staff that this is the case. These special Signature Experiences appeal to all 

the senses and extend from fascinating Herbal Hikes to Alp cheese-making to classy vintage 

automobile panorama drives on the breath-taking Tremola. The James Bond Package as an 

homage to Andermatt as a film set, “Labels of Love” private shopping and “a decade of timeless 

travel” with Hublot are very special personal experiences in a class of their own. The Signature 

Experiences also include in-house events like a visit to The Cigar Library, with the widest cigar 

selection of any hotel in the world – 900 cigars from 15 countries, including many rarities and 

special editions.   
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Create the Difference: The Chedi philosophy  

Honest and cordial hospitality at the highest level creates the difference. Jean-Yves Blatt, who 

has run this five-star deluxe hotel with his experienced and committed team for eight successful 

years, said proudly, “I can scarcely believe that The Chedi Andermatt is already celebrating its 

10th birthday. The success of our hotel is in my view most of all down to a team that is willing 

to go the extra mile for guests. Be it in the housekeeping, the cuisine, the spa, the marketing 

or the events. Be it in the creation of unusual drinks, the selection of our exclusive wines, or at 

reception. From the very first welcome to the farewell, we put all of our effort into the sincere 

and extraordinary care we take of our guests. I would like to thank the team from the bottom 

of my heart for this commitment, and for going the extra mile.” 
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About The Chedi Andermatt 

Surrounded by the wonderful nature and year-round beauty of the Swiss Alps, The Chedi Andermatt fits elegantly 

among the classic ski chalets of Andermatt that give this timelessly charming town in the Ursern valley its character. 

Designed by renowned architect Jean-Michel Gathy of Denniston Architects, this 5-star deluxe hotel opened in 2013 

to reveal a perfect fusion of authentic Swiss Alpine chic and Asian style. Traditional materials like warm woods and 

natural stone create an intimate and stylish atmosphere, which is reflected throughout the 119 spacious guest rooms 

and suites, as well as in the other facilities of the hotel. These include The Restaurant, The Japanese Restaurant, 

The Chalet (open only in the winter months), The Bar and Living Room, The Lobby, The Courtyard, The Wine and 

Cigar Library, and the 2,400 square metre Spa and Health Club. With The Japanese by The Chedi Andermatt, a 

gourmet restaurant at 2,344 m over sea level, the hotel operates the highest-altitude Japanese restaurant in 

Switzerland. Furthermore, since 2017 The Japanese Restaurant and since 2021 The Japanese by The Chedi 

Andermatt have been distinguished by a Michelin star each. In 2023 The Chedi Andermatt once again received the 

top rating by Forbes Travel Guide, and continues to rank as one of the world’s best hotels. More information: 

www.thechediandermatt.com 
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